
In 2008 the first motor in China
In 2008 China's first manual & automated motor all-in-one was born Technology revolution
from the end of 2008, At that time the industry adopt electronic clutch and the external 
transformer . NOVO is the first to develop the mechanical clutch (patent ZL201120010345.7 ) 
to integrated with the built-in receivers and transformers. Now the industry including import 
brands also refer to this technology. from 2009 Technology innovation as hand pull then 
curtain start to move , automatic memory, comprehensive support for smart home interface, 
such as 232, 485, 9 kinds of dry touch switch mode.
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Curtain motor has accurate positioning, motor is stable and smooth.

Electronic limit function, automatic memory stroke, set without people,
make the installation debugging time shorter..At the same time we 
constantly optimize memory stroke, to guarantee the stroke positioning 
to be accurate.

Curtain motor has inbuilt receiver, can be control by any of NOVO 
transmitter , Visible distance is 200 meters,indoor is 30 meters , Can 
not only single control, also can group control.

The complete set with excellent raw material, track with high quality 
electrophoretic coating, belt insert stainless wire and wrapped cloth 
both sides.

Start by itself after pulling 20 cm, make the curtain to run automatically 
without the use of transmitter.

When there is no power, can be open and close the curtain by hand.

Apply the insulation noise reduction technology, improve the improve 
the mute effect effectively.

Realize a variety of control system compatible, to achieve single control, 
group control, central control、Various switch control.

motor on hidden inhead 
type mounting design

FSK FM technology, top 868MHZ 
for anti-jamming military

all-metal type shaft

motor on hidden inhead 
type mounting design

FSK FM technology, top 868MHZ 
for anti-jamming military

all-metal type shaft

Motor can Upward installed or downward installed, also can be 
hidden in the smallpox ceiling based on different requirement

Strong anti-interference ability, high receiver sensitivity, 
stable center frequency,convenient setting features.

The unique metal shaft design, long time working life, does not slip.

Roller Blind Cable Radio Center Control

Single motor 
downward installation

Single motor 
upward installation

Roller carrier
Industry pioneering
Patented technology
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       NOVO was founded in 2007, a high-tech enterprise group, who does research and development, 
manufacture, market and service independently, including two companies: Hong Kong NOVO Sunshade 
Technologies Co., Ltd. and Guangzhou NOVO Sunshade Technology Co. Ltd. NOVO is the pride of 
China's brands, always as the innovation leader from 2007. Now it is a leading brand of China's electric 
sun-shade, pursuing highest quality and being most innovative . Since the day of establishment, adhering 
to the "innovation first, quality first,price first" purpose, at the time that industry has become a trend of 
mimicry, NOVO insists on independent research and innovative business ideas, and has made brilliant 
R & D results , access to a range of national patents, with independent intellectual property rights. As the 
world's leading electric sunshade suppliers, NOVO provides competitive solutions and service for curtains, 
hollow glasses, office high compartment, smart home, roller shutter doors and windows, outdoor awnings 
and other 10 major industry enterprises and consumers, and helps customers succeed in their business. 
           

NOVO provides enterprises  and clients with at least 100years excellent services

High-grade Luxury Business Hotel, Conference Center

Elite Gathered Office Building, Office Buildings

Pleasant Scenery Of The Resort Noble And Elegant European Villas

Contracted And Fashionable Residential Area

Sweet And Romantic Elegant Apartment

Motor has specific memory function, 
automatic stop sensor for the travel 
(no need to set Travel  in advance)

With hand-operated & motor operated
mode, both are easy to operate.

One-stop design, built in receiver and 
with external interface (2×RJ11interface)

Motor can start by itself by pulling just 
20cm of the fabric (no need the
transmitter)

The complete set of system with the best 
material, with high quality coating inside  out 
of the track, belt with steel wire, and cloth on 
both side, all the hardware accessories are 
made of stainless steel.
  
 Group control, central control .

"S style rope runner combination "patent 
design, easy to assemble and disassemble, 
pretty appearance, can be designed to a 
dynamic “S” style movable curtain.

Strong power, low noise design, different 
bending track can be customized.

A6 channel transmitter
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A4 -1 stick-on Transmitter 

A4 -2 stick-on Transmitter 

A3 touch screen Transmitter 
Function Features:

868MHz radio frequency (innovate in this industry),

All imported components

Touch screen button

It has the features of good antijamming capability, high 
receiving sensitivity, good frequency stabilization and 
easy debugging.

Smooth surface, high hardness, aging resistance, strong 
adaptability to the natural environment,Safe to use 
indoor and outdoor

It has up,down,stop,continuous move,inching move 
function

A3 button key transmitters 

Function Features:

868MHz radio frequency (innovate in this 
industry),

All imported components

Touch screen button

It has the features of good antijamming 
capability, high receiving sensitivity, good 
frequency stabilization and easy debugging.

Smooth surface, high hardness, aging 
resistance, strong adaptability to the natural 
environment,Safe to use indoor and outdoor

It has up,down,stop,continuous move,inching
move function

 A3 touch screen free stick-on transmitter 

Drive unit

Fabric hanger

Screens rod

Curtain motor

A and B is the hole of wire, you can 
choose up and down installation as 
your requirement.

loop stop

Runner

Hanger

S style rubber (new style)   
Curtain between runners 
appear Elegant and poised

“s”cycle wave lines

Ceiling bracket Track pulley wheel Belt Drive unit

Without the 
cover of idler 
drive unit, can 
install curtain 
motor to form 
double motor 
orbit

the industry's first initiate
patented technology

Without arm

With arm

connection interface

wire hole site 
nterface

setting key 

Programming 
Interface

blue normally close

black stop

red click close

green public

yellow click open

white normally open 

continues moving 
connection method

4wire 3key switch4wire 3key switch

3wire 3key switch

touch switch 
connection method

touch switch 
connection method

3wire 2key switch

3wire 3key switch

3wire 2key switch

step moving 
connection method

The flat-panel, smooth surface, high 
hardness  channel configuration: single 
channel two channel five channel

Touch screen, the fashion trend

Jogging move and continuous move 
control individually 

868MHz radio frequency has high 
sensitivity 

Powerful magnet in back, stick to the wall 
conveniently
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Roller Blind Motors

100% imported materials
the capsule silencing technology

Italian design, German standards, Hidden antenna, military 
 grade 868Frequency, Low noise double-toothed gearbox.

Roller Blind Cable Radio Center Control

Receiver

Transmitter

A5 receiver

A4 Single –channel 220 receivers A3 Single – channel 100-240 receivers

A6 channel transmitter A3 button type transmitter

Function Features:

868MHz radio frequency 
(innovate in this industry),

All imported components

Touch screen button

It has the features of good antijamming 
capability, high receiving sensitivity, good 
frequency stabilization and easy debugging.

Smooth surface, high hardness, aging 
resistance, strong adaptability to the natural 
environment,Safe to use indoor and outdoor

It has up,down,stop,continuous move,inching
move function

Function Features:
A5 Light Receiver System is the Ac motor control system, it
combine with wireless （RF）& single-chip microcomputer
（MCU) control technology.
This set of control system consists of two parts, the wireless
receiver and wireless transmitter.
With 868MHz Radio frequency , control distance can reach 
up100meters (visible ),Can get through 2 reinforced concrete 
wall at least 30m.

Size：125x26.5x24.5mm
Working temperature：-20°C+60°C
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use low-noise double-toothed gearbox (patent 2014108569881)

The output shaft and motor head use unique plum-shaped design, DuPont nylon, 
never slip；

Mute operation, lower 45 decibels

Precise stroke limit system, Precision can reach ±2°

FSK FM technology, top 868MHZ for anti-jamming military, builit-in antenna design.

Stable brake system

snap ring

Through the installation and dismantling of 
the snap ring, can dismantle faster and safer 
without using the screw.

Motor output shaft Adapt wheel

One-button design,make the adapt wheel
easy and fast to dismantle and install.

Wall Fabric edge

Shortest design the distance between the
fabric edge and wall, only 22mm, greatly
improve the overall effect of the shade.
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Hitching leg

Using the hitching leg can 
put in and take out of the 
motor easily and safely.

One-button design , make 
the adapt wheel easy and 
fast to dismantle and install

Motor Output shaft Adapt wheel 

Motorized Roller Blind structural drawing  

Crown

Idler

Idler bracket

End cap

Shading fabric

Adapt wheel

Tubular motor
Motor bracket

InbuiltΦ10 iron bar

Rubber strip

Rubber strip

Heavy bottom rail

Tube

Radio control system insert to motor.

868MHz radio frequency.

Change direction function.

Continuous move, jogging move function.

User can setting up electronic limit point.

Motor speed can be adjusted by hand. 

K25 tubular motor insert power,limit control 
very precise It can be used 1-3 each month 
if full of electric,can be equipped with solar 
panels or battery bar

Roller Blind Cable Radio Center Control


